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Towards five o'clock the guests began to arrive.

At length they discovered Coupeau and Poisson...

Christ almighty! What a hole they were...

Golden horizons were opening up all around...

Gervaise exchanged a glance with Madame Boche...

Chapter 8

As soon as the Lorilleuxs knew who he was...

Then the furniture for the room had to be...

At the beginning of the new arrangement...

Gervaise was quite at her ease in this matter...

Goujet now didn't know what to do with his hands...

Now they were talking of women...

Two days passed by. The roofer had not returned.

Chapter 9

Very pale, her limbs already trembling...

Whilst idleness and poverty entered, dirtiness...

Towards the autumn, unfortunately, things...

Gently, without uttering a cry, icy cold yet prudent...

'There are three of us,' concluded the laundress.

The explanation caused the others to nod...

Happily, the cemetery was not far off, the little...

Chapter 10

It so happened that on the evening before...

This was their last happy day. Two years...